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HOLOMORPHIC APPROXIMATION ON REAL 
SUBMANZFOLDS OF C"':' 
by Ricardo Nirenberg 
$1. This is essentialIy a summary of results which were a~inounced in [4 ] ,  
and whose proofs are contained in [ 5 ] .  
The general problein here is the following: given a compact set M in 
a paracompact complex manifold X, to determine those functions on M 
which can be approximated uniformly on M by functions that are holo- 
morphic 011 a neighborhood of M .  We shall content ourselves with the 
consideration of the case where M is a Cm compact real submanifold of X 
(with or without boundary), and we will solve the problem for some mani- 
folds of a very particular type. (The dityerentiability assumption can be 
weakened, without altering tlie proofs,) 
Let n be the complex dimension of X and let M be a Cm submanifold 
of X of real di~nension 2n - k .  Assuiae that M is given near p E M by 
where the p j  are C" real valued functions whose Jacobian matrix has 
~naxin~al  rank on a neighborhood of p .  Let { z , ,  ...,z,,) be a system of 
co~nplex coordinates for X near p.  We say that tlie iz-tuple of cornplex 
numbers { t , ]  is a l~olo~norphic tangent vector to M at p if 
ap.  C t ,  +(p) = O for ,j = I,. . . ,  k .  
,=  1 O Z i  
The set of holomorphic tangent vectors at p is a complex-linear subspace 
Hp(M) of the tange~lt space to n/T at p.  We set m(p) = complex dilnension 
of Hp(M) and it is easy to verify that 
We will say that M is a CR (Cauchy-Riemann) sublnanifold of X if m(p) 
is constant on each connected component of M,  and m(p) will be called 
the CR dimension of M .  Now let f be a smooth complex valued function 
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defined on a neighborhood of p i n  the CR submanifold M; f will be called 
CR f~it~ction at p if for a set {V,,..., V,,,(,,} of vector fields such that 
{V,(q), - . a ,  V,,,(,,(q)} is a basis of H,(M) for q near p , we have that 
- 
V~f(q)  = ..- = Y;,,(,,),f(q) = 0 for q near p.  
It is easy to verify that all these definitions are intrinsic, that is, independent 
of the choice of the coordinates, the functions p ,  and the basis (14). 
We will say that M is totally real if 1n(p) 3 0 on M. 011 a totally real 
subrnanifold any slnooth fiinction is of course CR. If M' is totally real, 
the closure of any relatively compact open set M in M' with a Cm boundary 
will be called a fiilite totally real strbmnnifolcl. 
Examples. 1) Any smooth hypersurface (real codimension 1) M in C" is 
a CR submanifold of CR dimension ti - 1,  and if M is the boundary of a 
bounded open set Q c C" such that C1' - is connected, then the CR func- 
tions on M are just tlie traces of functions which are analytic on Q, and 
smooth on M (see [2]) .  
2) Any submanifold of a totally real sitbrnanifold is totally real; in partic- 
nlar, any submanifold of the linear subspace of C" generated by the real 
parts of the z ,  is totally real. 
3) A subtnanifold of real dimension 1 is always totally real. 
4) The distinguished boundary of an analytic polyhedron is totally real. 
92. If K is a compact subset of a complex manifold X,  let A(K) denote 
the uniform closure of the algebra of functions on K which are analytic 
on a neighborhood of K .  If K is a CR submanifold of X ,  it is easy to see 
that A(K) is contained in tlie closure of the algebra of CR fiinctions on K ,  
so that we may expect A(K) to be equal to C(K), the full algebra of complex 
valued continuous functions on K ,  when K is totally real. This is indeed 
the case, and we have the following: 
Theorem 1. Let M be n corizpact or a finite total ly  real strbnlnnifold 
of n complex manijolcl X .  Tlzetz there is a n  open Stein 1nailifold U c X 
~ i r c h  that  M c U ar~cl cotitirrzrozrs fir~rctions on  M can bezrnforinly  npprox- 
i inafed b y  firilctior~s holonzorphic i n  U .  Moreover, Cm fuiictions on M 
can  be approximntecl iiz tlte Cm(M) topology b y  fuizctions holonzorphic 
i n  U .  
It is still an open problem whether CR functions on a CR submanifold M 
can be approximated by fiinctions which are analytic in a neighborhood 
of M, but there are some particular cases in which the answer is affirmative, 
at least locally, and they are contained in the following two theorems. 
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Theorem 2. Let M be a real C" hypersurface of aiz open set U c Cn, 
crnd let p E M .  T h e n  there is n firn~latnental systerlz of con~pact  izeighbor- 
I ~ O O L ~ S  { K )  o f p  iit M scrch tllat ifK E { K )  an t l f  is n CR firtlctioiz on M near 
K , f cat1 be appruximnted unifbri?tly by f~lnctions Izolomorphic on a neigh- 
borhoori of K in C".  T h e  same is trite for the C m ( M )  topology. 
Theorem 3. Let hi1 be n CR subnzrrnifold of an  open set U c C n ,  nrtcl 
suppose thcct the Levi fornr of M (see [GI) vanishes identically oiz n neigh- 
borhood of p in  M .  Then  there is a f ir~~~lanzeiztal  sysfern of conzpact izeigh- 
borhoods { K )  of p i n  M such that if K G  { K )  aizcl f is (1 C R  firrzctiorz on M 
near K ,  f c~liz be npproxirncrted crnifornzly (or in the Cm(hl )  topology if 
f is C") by  filnctioits Izolomorpliic on a neighborhood of K in C". 
$3. We will now briefly sketch the proof of these theorems. The proof of 
Theorem 1 was communicated to us by Lars Hormander, and those of 
Theorems 2 and 3 are but slight modifications thereof. 
As to the proof of Theorem 1, the first step is to observe that under our 
hypotheses we can construct pse~~doconvex dolnains shrinking down to M. 
More precisely, if we take a Hermitian metric on X, and if d ( p ,  M) denotes 
the normal distance from a point p E X to M ,  which is defined for p near M ,  
then the domains T(F)  = { p  ~ X ; c l ( p ,  M )  < E )  are pseudoconvex for c > 0 
small enough. Henceforth we will assume that T(co) is embedded in C", 
for some c0> 0. 
Now, obviously i t  stiffices to show that we can approximate Cm functions 
on M by functions holomorpl~ic it1 U ,  and the idea is to use the solution 
of the so-called 2 -~eumann  problem (see [ I ]  and [$I) to construct the 
desired holomorphic filnctions. Namely, suppose f E Cm(M) and take a C" 
extension f of f to a neighborhood of M i n  C". Then f is defined on T ( E )  
for E > 0 small enough, and in view of the pseudoconvexity of T ( E ) ,  it is 
possible to find a C" function v, defined on T ( E )  S L I C ~  that 
and moreover, 
where 11 I I T ( , , , o  stands for the L2-norm on T ( E ) ,  and C is a constant inde- 
pendent of E and of the functions involved. Now f- u, is 1~oloinorpl~ic 
on T ( E )  by (I), and f- v, 1 M - f = v, 1 M .  
For a smooth f~~nct ion  v on a neighborhood of a compact set K c R"', we set 
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where we Llse the customary notation for partial differentiation. What we 
need is to make I V , I , ~ ~ ~ ,  arbitrarily small, for a given k .  This we can do, 
as it will presentIy be shown, by choosing fl convellierttly and making E 
small enough. 
In the first place, an algebraic argument similar to the formal part of the 
proof of Cauchy-Kowalewski's theorem shows that because M is totally 
real, given any integer cc > 0 ,  we can find an extension J" of f such that 
$f = O(dZ(p, M)) as p -t M. Now, by Sobolev's lemma we have that for s 
large enough 
where / I  v, I\,.(,,,, is the Sobolev s-norm of v, on T(E), and C and v are positive 
constants which do not depend on E .  On the other hand, we have the elliptic 
estimate 
where again C' and , ~ i  do not depend on E;  hence by (I), (2), and (3) we 
finally get 
. - ( v + w ) ] l  3fll 
I v c l h f , k  5 T ( 2 & ) , 5 -  1 3  
arid after choosing a ,  the order of vanishing of >Jon M, co~iveniently large, 
we can make the right hand side of the last inequality arbitrarily small by 
just taking E small enough. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we observe finally that for 
0 < c, 5 E ~ ,  T ( E ~ )  is Runge in T ( E ~ )  (for and E, small enough), which 
means that we can approximate holomorphic functions on T(c,) by functions 
holomorphic on T ( E ~ )  uniformly on compact subsets of T(E,). Q.E.D, 
For the proof of Theorem 2, we remark that one can find a C" real 
valued fi~nction p such that M = = 0) and gradp # 0 on M, and such 
that i f f  is a CR function on M near p, then there is a smooth extension f 
to a neighborhood of M for which, on some neighborhood of p 
- 
(5) af = gap, 
where g is in c'-' if Cr, We emphasize that this is true only in a 
neighborhood of p; globally we can only write 
- 
aJ = hop + I? , ,  
where 12, is a (O,1) form vanishing on M. Moreover, as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we can pickfso that in ( 5 ) ,  g vanishes to any prescribed order 
on M. Next we pick functions [,(x)E Cm(R) such that 
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(i) [,(XI = 1 if 1 x 1 5 1 ,  
(ii) g,(x)=O i f  ( x 1 2 2 t ,  
(iii) 0  S [ ,(x)  5 1 for every x ,  and 
(iv) I Dftfit(x) I 5 Ct-"' for some constant C ,  
and we define the (0 , l )  forms 
The forms a, are 3-closed, aud the L2-norms of a, and of their derivatives 
up to order 172 can be made arbitrarily small by taking the order of vanishing 
of g to be sufficiently high, and then taking t small enough. Omitting f ~ ~ r t h e r  
details, the approximating analytic functions are constructed by solving 
the d -~eumann  problem 
- 
av, = a, 
on a pseudoconvex domain where the J? satisfying (5) is defined, and rea- 
soning as in the proof of Theorem l. As a, E when we are near M,f- o, 
is indeed holomorphic near M .  Q.E.D. 
In Theorem 3, the vanishing of the Levi form implies the existence of a 
fundamental system of neighborhoods { K }  of p such that every K  E { K }  
is the intersection of pseudoconvex domains, and therefore we can proceed 
as in the proof of Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
54. With the methods outlined above, one can also prove the following 
approximation theorem : 
Theorem 4. Let D c c C"be such that  there is  a dormin  D' 2 r, D and 
a Cm pl~crisublzarinonic function d, dejinecl i n  D' witlr 
(i) D = { X E D ' ;  &(XI < O } ,  ailcl 
(ii) cl& # 0  on  dD. 
T h e n  a n y  firnction lzolo~~zorplzic on  D and Cm on D, can be app~.oxiitzntecl 
unifool.itzly on b y  ficnctions which are analjltic on a neighborhoocl of B. 
An open problem is to prove a similar theorem for functions holomorphic 
in D and just continuous up to the boundary. 
We refer to [5] for other results in polynomial approximation which 
follow easily from Theorem 1 above. 
95. Suppose we have a compact set S c X, and let K be a compact subset 
of S such that S - K is totally real manifold, Then one could hope to be 
able to approximate those fi~nctions which are continuo~~s on S and whose 
restriction to K  are in A ( K ) ,  by functions 11oIomorphic on a neighborhood 
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of S, at least under suitable differentiability assumptions. But this is 1101 
the case, as it can be seen from the following example: 
where zj = xj + iy,, j = 1,2. Here K = {(O, I), (0, -1)). Nevertheless, 
Hormander and Wermer have proved in a recent paper ([3]) that approxi- 
mation is indeed possible if we add the condition that K have a neighbor- 
hood K ,  in S which is the intersection of domains of holomorphy. With 
this extra condition, they prove that S itself is the intersection of domains 
of holomorphy, which makes it possible to carry out the arguments in the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
In the same paper, Horinander and Wermer use Theorem 1 to prove 
the following beautiful result: 
Theorem ([3], Theorem 5.1). Let X be a conqpact set of C", anri let 
R,,..., R,, be i n  c"+'(N) for sorne neighborllood N of X in  C .  S~lppose  
there is a constant k < 1 sirclz that  
~ v h e n  :, z' E N ,  anrl where z = ( i I ,  .-., z,) E C .  T h e n  the filnctions 
z,, " a ,  z,,, f l  + Rl(z), -..,Z,, + R,,(z) restrictecl to X generate the ful l  algebra 
of c o i t t i n ~ ~ o i ~ ~  filnctions C(X) .  
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